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Abstract. This paper presents a Dynamic Reconfiguration of Mobile IP Agents 
(DRMIPA) and failure free architecture integrated in Mobile Ad hoc Networks 
(MANETs). The proposal is due to the fact that: actual infra-structured 
networks do not implement the Mobile IP (MIP) protocol, all MIP agents are 
static and the cost of having redundancy for MIP agents’ failure is often high. 
As MANETs are created temporarily at any location, we propose a solution that 
would allow the integration of MIP with MANET. Doing so, groups of MIP 
nodes in MANETs would enjoy the IP mobility at any foreign or local network 
that doesn’t implement MIP. New algorithms and messages are proposed for the 
new Dynamic Reconfiguration and fault tolerant Mobile IP Agents in MANET. 
A simulation performance analysis using the Network Simulator (NS2) is 
presented. 
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1 Introduction 

The Ad hoc network nodes have great flexibility and responsiveness after being 
implemented [1]. Nonetheless, there might be a need for those nodes in the new 
network to be able to use an internet connection and still be reached by their Home 
Network from a fixed or another distant Ad hoc network area. For such matter, the 
Mobile IP group foresaw the need for a mobile node attached to its Home Network to 



be able to move to other networks (called Foreign Networks) keeping its Home 
Address (its logical address obtain at the Home Network) throughout the path to the 
next destination and, having the possibility to keep track of local services it had at the 
home network [2]. For this reason, two IP addresses have to be assigned to the Mobile 
node so it would be reached in the Home Network by a fixed and permanent IP 
address and at the Foreign Address by the so called Care-Of Address (COA), which 
would represent its new point of attachment away from home, Figure 1 (a).  

The current work proposes a solution to integrate both architecture, MIP and 
MANET. The new scenario would not depend of an infrastructure network with or 
without MIP Gateways. The new approach would make groups of MIP nodes, in 
MANETs; enjoy Internet access and IP mobility at any foreign or local network.   

This approach is different from related works because MIPv4’s Foreign Agent 
(FA) and Home Agent (HA) are now mobile and part of a mobile ad hoc network [4], 
[5], [6] and [13], Figure 1 (b). In [8], [9] and [10], an Efficient Fault-Tolerant 
Protocol for Mobility Agents in Mobile IP is proposed, but the issue takes place in an 
infrastructure network.  

We believe that there is a need in having an independent MIPv4 architecture, from 
the one studied in [4], [5] and [6], to attend this kind of situation. So why not making 
all agents mobile and having total freedom from networks that have no MIP. As these 
agents are now mobile there would also be a need to turn them failure free.   

For that reason, we propose new Mobile IP agents by naming them Active and 
Passive Agents where the active agent would be the one in service and the passive 
agent the one in idle, the system will be known as DRMIPA (Dynamic 
Reconfiguration of Mobile IP Agent) [14]. The contributions of the present work are 
as follow: 

 
• The challenge of having a Home and Foreign Agent inside the Ad hoc 

network. Therefore, we would have to maintain the Mobile IP Agent’s 
functionalities from the fixed Network into MANET.  

• A DRMIPA node can operate as a MIPv4 node. The algorithm ensures 
session continuity for all nodes in MANET, even as the mobile agents’ 
shutdown or move to another IP network. 

• The new DRMIPA network can be created temporarily at any foreign or 
local network to allow nodes in having Internet and IP mobility. Access of 
their Home Network would be available anytime, anywhere.   

• The election of a passive agent HA (FA) to provide a fault tolerance 
mechanism if the active agent HA (FA) leaves or ceases its participation in 
the network. This would support MN users with continuous network 
connections while at the Home or Foreign Network.  

• The solution proposes a bidirectional tunnel between DRMIPA nodes and 
their HA (FA) agents. So, all traffic between nodes passes through the home 
and/or foreign agent. The AODV protocol is used for all routing purposes.  

 
In all the above cases, we agree on the need of a foreign network implementing a 

gateway having two interfaces for this scenario to work: one to access the Internet and 
the other one to access any MANET network. 



2 Dynamic MIP Agent in MANET 

2.1 Mobile IP in Ad hoc Network 

The current MIP proposal is to support IP mobility in different environments. The 
HA, being a router located at the Home Network, provides information regarding the 
service location to the Mobile Node (MN) when away from home and serves as one 
of the end tunnels to be built during a data transaction, [3]. Located at its Home 
Network, the MN uses its home address to receive and exchange data with other 
nodes in the area such as the correspondent host (CH). When moving to another 
network (a Foreign Network) it receives a Care-Of Address (COA) in that location 
and will be able to maintain its communication data when roaming, Figure 1 (a). To 
facilitate the transaction of data between the HA and the MN, a FA is used as the 
other end tunnel during the registration’s request, reply and data exchange. The 
routing protocol used in this work is the Ad hoc On demand Distance Vector (AODV) 
for being more reliable and scales better than DSDR. This is a reactive protocol that 
uses Route Request (RREQ) and Route Reply (RREP) for route discoveries between 
Ad hoc nodes, which are maintained active upon discovery, [7].  

In the Ad hoc Network there is no infrastructure that can allow a greater control of 
MNs. When they move from one IP area to another, their current services should be 
available as needed at the foreign Ad hoc Network, similar to what occurs with 
Mobile IP in an infrastructure network. To that extent, the MANET and MIP should 
be combined to allow the registry of any mobile nodes entering and leaving its IP area 
of propagation and forcing all MANETs to implement a Mobile Home and Foreign 
Agents (named in this work as MHA and MFA), for further node connectivity.  

Figure 1 (b) shows the suggested system having a virtual path between the origin 
and destination nodes (the represented destination MN in DRMIPA2 is originally from 
DRMIPA1). The data leaves its origin passing thru the active MHA and MFA; both 
will always serve as end tunnels up to the desired destination node. When away from 
home network, all MNs data transaction has to be between active agents so that MIP 
mechanisms behave as before when they were part of the WLAN topology. The 
routing process is supported by AODV along both MANETs’ path. 

2.2 Issues facing Agent Mobility 

As we expect any MHA (MFA) to be shutdown, leave its IP area or move to another 
Ad hoc Network at anytime, the proposed DRMIPA algorithms have to be installed in 
all MNs to maintain dynamic reconfiguration and fault tolerance. In such conditions, 
the associated services to mobility of a visiting MN, previously registered at the 
foreign MFA, need to be preserved outside its MANET Home Network. Therefore, 
each new Mobile Agent (MA ⇔ {MFA or MHA}) should be duplicated, one serving 
as an active agent and the other as a passive agent. This technique helps to maintain a 
fault tolerance mechanism for these mobile agents. By this mean, it is assured that in 
case a MA is being deactivated or leaves its functionality of MFA (MHA), it will be 
replaced by a previously preconfigured passive MFA (MHA), which would then 



exercise its activities as a new active MFA (MHA) and in turn elects the next passive 
MFA (MHA).  
 

 
Fig. 1. MIPv4 in WLAN (a) and the proposed MIPv4 in MANET with WLAN access: 

DRMIPA (b). 

3 Proposed Algorithm 

The following steps exemplify a passive agent election and binding signaling from an 
active MFA to a MN in the same network. The active agent uses actual MIP agent 
advertisement with the existence of a new 2-bit A-flag, Figure 2. If a MN has only the 
MIP algorithm implemented and not DRMIPA, the A-flag would not be an issue but 
this MN would not participate at the election process, as described bellow:   

Active
MFA MN

2: unicast (Pass_agent_Req, MNhop, MFA)

1: broadcast (Agt_adv, MFA,…,A, Lifetime)

3: broadcast (MNnodelect_adv, MFA,…,F, A, 
Mnnodelect,  Lifetime)

4: unicast (MNnodelect_adv_ack, MNnodelect, MFA)

5: unicast (Binding, MFA, MNnodelect, MNvlist)

6: unicast (Binding_ack, MNnodelect, MFA)

 
Fig.2. Passive agent election and binding signaling. 



1: The agent broadcasts the message into MANET and all routes are created on 
demand using the AODV protocol.  
2: The MN sends a passive agent request message to notify the MFA his 
willingness to be a future passive MFA.  
3: After a thorough research for the best future passive agent, the MFA broadcasts a 
MNnodelect message including the elected passive MFAs’ logical address to all nodes 
in the MANET. This will cease passive agent request messages of MN from 
flooding the network. 
4: Only the elected MN will acknowledge the previous broadcast to the MFA.  
5: The MFA starts sending a copy of his MN visiting list to the new passive agent 
(this procedure would be similar to the active MHA that communicates with 
another elected passive MHA except when sending the list of MNs away from 
home).  
6: For system robustness, all critical transactional messages taking place between 
active and passive agent need an acknowledgement message. This would guarantee 
the correct replica of an active MA in a passive MA so that node workload 
redirection is softer in case of failure. 

All MN implementing DRMIPA would have their state as shown in Figure 3. The 
EXIT state would occur if an algorithm failure is detected. At the LISTEN state, all 
messages from the network are analyzed.  

LISTEN

MNnodelect is
MHA pass_agent

MNnodelect is
MFA pass_agent

MNnodelect is
MHA act_agent

MNnodelect is
MFA act_agent

EXIT

Working_OK = true

set DRMIPA_ON = false

set DRMIPA_ON = true

F=1, H=1 , flag_A = false

Flag_A = true, F=1, A=01, 
set pass_agent = true

Flag_A = true, H=1, A=01, 
set pass_agent = true

set pass_agent = false

set act_agent = false

Agt_adv_lifetime
<

Threshold

Agt_adv_lifetime
<

Threshold

Agt_adv_lifetime > Threshold, 
activate MHA, set act_agent = true

Agt_adv_lifetime > Threshold, 
activate MFA, set act_agent = true

set act_agent = false

set pass_agent = false

endend
end

set DRMIPA_ON = false

 
Fig. 3. MNnodelect basic state diagram. 

If no A-flag appears in the advertisement,   it means that the MN is in a normal MIP 
network. This would guarantee a transparent MIP functionality and no DRMIPA 



process will take place. If a MIP agent advertisement contains the A-flag, one of two 
things can take place for the message to be process as coming from a MFA (having 
the F-flag set) or MHA (having the H-flag set). The elected MN, known as 
MNnodelect would be in a MFA (MHA) passive agent state. While agent 
advertisements lifetime are less than a certain threshold time, the MNnodelect will 
monitor any eventual active MFA (MHA) failure. Meanwhile, the MFA (MHA) 
synchronizes their MN list to the new MNnodelect.  

If the agent advertisements’ lifetime exceeds the threshold time, the node goes to a 
MFA (MHA) active agent state and the previously obtained lists would be included in 
the new MFA (MHA) list. At this point the other active agent should cease 
operations. And by doing so, the new active agent would be aware of previously 
registered MN at the old active agent. Now the active agent algorithm is working and 
an auto configuration mechanism begins for passive agent election. If any 
MNnodelect leaves the network or ceases operation as active (passive) agent, it must 
return to its original LISTEN state. The present work emphasizes the fact that a node 
can be an active or passive agent as long as it maintains its normal MIP functionalities 
as a simple MN. And this is due to the fact that: if a MN has an undergoing data 
transmission with another MN and is elected as passive agent, it must not cease its 
operations as a normal MIP node. 

If after a certain period of time the active MFA does not send any agent 
advertisement, the passive agent assumes his functionalities as new active agent. The 
active agent’s activation algorithm is as fallowed:  

 
Gratuitous_exit := true 
pass_agent := true 
receive(Gratuitous_exit, MHA/MFA, MNnodelect ) message 
from MHA/MFA;   
 if Gratuitous_exit ∧ pass_agent then begin 

unicast (Gratuitous_exit_ack, MNnodelect, MHA/MFA) 
message to MHA/MFA;  
 activate MFA/MHA algorithm; 

set Flag-A=11 ∧ broadcast (Agt_adv,MHA/MFA,…, A, 
Lifetime) message to Network{MFA ∧ MHA} nodes; 
 set pass_agent := false; 
 set act_agent := true; 
 end 

else if (Adv_lifetime > Threshold) ∧ pass_agent 
then activate MFA/MHA algorithm; 

set Flag-A=11 ∧ broadcast(Agt_adv,MHA/MFA,…,A, 
Lifetime) message to Network{MFA ∧ MHA} nodes; 
  set pass_agent := false; 
  set act_agent := true; 
end 



4 Implementation 

The DRMIPA is implemented on the HUT Dynamics’ MIP software in 
conformance to RFC 2002, [3] and [12], for real world scenario.  For the purpose of 
tracing the new DRMIPA messages, ethereal version-0.10.12’s source code has been 
modified. The initial configuration of the system requires a manual setup of the MHA 
(MFA) for all further processes explained previously, in session 3, to be implemented. 
The present work does not allow more than one active and passive agents running in 
the network at the same time. We assume that all MANETs’ MN implements the 
DRMIPA algorithm. Meanwhile, a performance analysis has being done under NS2 
as we shall see in session 5. Between all messages, one is used for all MNs in the 
network, implementing DRMIPA, to cease their requests as candidates for passive 
agent (this is a way to stop flooding inside the network), as seen in Figure 4. This 
message is a MNnodelect Advertisement. A 32 bits field is used for MNs to know 
which one has being elected by the active agent and start behaving as a passive agent. 
The new elected passive agent is now a redundant active agent in idle. We have 
defined the type this advertisement with the decimal value 82, and an A=01 flag. This 
01 flag means that the message is coming from the active agent. 

0                   1                   2                   3 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 
-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 
|     Type      |  DRMIPA   | A |          Lifetime            | 
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+- 
|            Active Mobile Foreign/Home Agent Address          | 
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+- 
|              Elected Passive Agent Mobile Address            | 
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+- 

Fig. 4. MNnodelect Advertisement (Type = 82, A=01)  

5 Simulation Analysis  

The DRMIPA protocol has being implemented under NS2 version 2-27 [11]. The 
original CMU-Trace file was partially modified such that MIP and DRMIPA traces 
could appear at the NS2 trace file interpreter. The simulation scenario has 10 static 
mobile nodes using a Two-Ray channel characteristic in a 670x670 flat grid size. This 
would help in a better way for understanding the delay and bandwidth utilization 
between the MHA (MFA) and elected passive agent when compared to receiving and 
transmitting MIP and DRMIPA messages at the same time. From (1), the percentage 
of bandwidth utilization between active and passive agents can be obtained making 
data_sent = data_recv = 54bytes.  Due to overhead messages used in the wireless 
scenarios, a bandwidth of 5,5 Mbps is used instead of 11Mbps. The average latency of 
DRMIPA messages was 0,011s according to DRMIPAs’ trace file. The above 
numbers in (1) give us a bandwidth utilization of 1,4%. This value shows us how 
small the occupation of such messages is during the simulation.  
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The delay in Table 1 was measured using a one way mean delay scenario. The 

purpose of doing so is for a better comparison of MIP and DRMIPA messages. 
Equation (2) for delay calculation is: 
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The Act_Agt (created_and_sent_msg) reflects the time at which a message leaves 
the active agent network interface after being created. The Pass_Agt (processed_msg) 
is the time used by the passive agent to process a message coming from the active 
agent. The Pass_Agent (created_and_sent_msg) is the time a passive agent uses for 
creating and sending a message to respond at the previous received message from the 
active agent. DRMIPA messages in Table 1 are in bold characters. As MIP and 
DRMIPA agent advertisements have the same size and include an A-Flag for 
DRMIPA message differentiation, no changes in delay should be noticeable during 
simulation as can be seen in Table 1.  

Table 1. MIP and DRMIPA Messages Performance Comparison 

 Flags Mean Delay  
(ms) 

From - To 

MIP_Agt_adv H=1/F=1 1,89  
DRMIPA_Agt_adv A=11 1,89 Active MFA (MHA) - MN 
Reg_Request - 2,11  
Pass_agent_Req A=00 2,11 MN - Active MFA (MHA) 
Reg_Reply - 2,16  
MNnodelect_adv A=01 4,31 Active MFA (MHA) - Passive MFA 

(MHA) 
MNnodelect_adv_ack A=10 2,64 Passive MFA (MHA) - Active MFA 

(MHA) 

One way end to end delay results show that the election mechanisms are fast 
enough compared to the current MIP registration messages. All data where taken 
during a 30s simulation time. Figure 5 shows that the MNnodelect_ADV have the 
highest overhead in transmissions due to the fact that all nodes should be aware of the 
elected IP node’s address. Once elected, the passive agent sends small 
MNnodelect_ACK messages to the active agent. That explains its small overhead 
compared to the rest. With this unicast approach, the passive agent will only send his 
acknowledgement to the MHA (MFA). The DRMIPA_pass_REQ stays between both 
messages in overhead transmissions because each node has to send a unicast message 
to the active agent. This method seems to be better for the current implementation as 



not all nodes in MANET would be DRMIPA nodes. The present scenario can also 
have MIP, DRMIPA and MANET nodes at the same time. So, making the 
DRMIPA_pass_REQ a unicast message would prevent other non DRMIPA nodes to 
receive the message and flood the network. 
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Fig. 5. DRMIPA messages overhead 

In Figure 6, the simulation time taken for the passive agent election is shown. The 
node’s positions were set randomly during simulation. The elected nodes are chosen 
from a passive agent list maintained in the MFA (MHA). When the simulation had 2 
DRMIPA nodes it took about 0.82s for the elected node to receive the message. This 
value is higher than the ones appearing in other scenarios, because the MHA was too 
far away from the MN during simulation. In other cases, the actual passive agent is 
sometimes less than 30 meter away from active agent which would explain small 
delay times when sending the election message. 
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Fig. 6. Time taken for DRMIPA's Passive Agent election (in seconds). 



6  Conclusions  

In this article, we propose new algorithms and messages for a Dynamic 
Reconfiguration of Mobile IP Agents in MANET (DRMIPA) using the on demand 
AODV routing protocol. DRMIPA’s solution can help in the integration and mobility 
of Mobile IP Agents and Hosts between several MANET-Internet-MANET networks. 
We believe that the principal gain is to maintain the interworking of multiple MIP and 
MANETs using MFA (MHA) in a failure free architecture. It means a total freedom 
in using any wireless infra-structured network where MIP doesn’t exist. Now it would 
be possible for groups of MIP nodes in MANETs to enjoy their Internet access and IP 
mobility at any foreign or local network that doesn’t implement MIP. 
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